PPE offers a HEAVY DUTY Gate Cutter designed for continuous use with less user fatigue due to its light weight and ergonomically soft foam grips. Our strong forged handles have been made smaller to reduce the overall tool weight by 35% less than comparable 7” Gate Cutters. Your operators really will appreciate this cutter!

PPE GATE-PRO PREMIUM CUTTERS
☆ Extra Premium Quality for Longer Life.
☆ Better Steel - Better Heat Treat - Precision Ground Finish
☆ Up to 5 Times the Life over other cutters.
☆ Slim Profile Blades Ultra-Sharp.
☆ Satisfaction Guaranteed.

FULL SIZE CUTTING HEAD FOR GREATER STRENGTH WHERE IT’S NEEDED.

FLAT BACK FOR FLUSH CUTS 15° ANGLE

GATE-PRO MODEL

BLADE OPENING
1/2” AT TIP
3/16” AT BASE
13/16” BLADE LENGTH
15° BLADE ANGLE
7-1/4” OVERALL LENGTH
WEIGHT: A LIGHT 5 OUNCES

SOFT FOAM GRIPS

CUTAWAY SHOWS STRONG FORGED HANDLES ARE SMALLER IN DIAMETER FOR LIGHTER TOOL WEIGHT.

GUARANTEED USER FRIENDLY!

CONToured HANDLES FOR A BETTER GRIP.

FULL SIZE CUTTING HEAD FOR GREATER STRENGTH WHERE IT'S NEEDED.

SLIM PROFILE

7" OVERALL LENGTH
WEIGHT: A LIGHT 5 OUNCES

SPOT WELDED IN PLACE

1/2" AT TIP
3/16" AT BASE
13/16” BLADE LENGTH
15° BLADE ANGLE
7-1/4” OVERALL LENGTH
WEIGHT: A LIGHT 5 OUNCES

MODEL PTF75

1-11 pair $9.45 ea.
12-23 pair $9.05 ea.
24+ pair $8.65 ea.

TOOL HOLSTERS

THE SAFER WAY TO CARRY ANY TOOL

HOLDS GATE CUTTERS, KNIVES, PLIERS, FLASHLIGHTS, WRENCHES, SMALL SCREWDRIVERS, ETC.

• Made of strong durable black nylon.
• Has a strong sewn on belt loop on back. Holster stays in place! No clip to slip.
• 5” & 7” Open and Closed Styles available.
• 5” Open Style will hold up to a 6” gate cutter.
• 7” Open Style will hold up to a 8” gate cutter.
• Closed Styles have a velcro type strip to hold safety flap in place.
• Both sizes are 3” wide.

ALWAYS USE A SAFETY FLAP TYPE WHEN WORKING IN ELEVATED AREAS TO HOLD TOOL SAFELY IN PLACE.

PART NO. HOLSTER DESCRIPTION PRICES EA. 1-11 12+
TH005 5” OPEN STYLE $1.50 $1.25
TH006 5” CLOSED STYLE 1.75 1.50
TH007 7” OPEN STYLE 1.70 1.45
TH008 7” CLOSED STYLE 1.95 1.70

ALWAYS RETRACT KNIFE BLADES BEFORE PLACING IN HOLSTER!!